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Press Release
GIREVE facilitates B2B invoicing of electric
vehicle charging in roaming
By launching its new service BOOST! Clearing, GIREVE aims at simplifying financial exchanges
between charging service operators in roaming. The roaming platform now enables automatic
control and monetary billing of electric vehicle drivers’ charging sessions, a first step to simple,
transparent and efficient invoicing and payment.
A service dedicated to e-mobility operators

BILLING OF CDR

When an electric vehicle driver charges his car while roaming, which means that he’s
using charging networks for which he has no direct subscription, his operator must
pay compensation to cover his client’s charging fees. Those monetary flows are rich,
varied and complex. They imply important development and management costs for all
operators on the market.

Through GIREVE’s platform,
the e-mobility operator that
subscribed to the service now
receives enriched charge detail
records, with highlights on
mistakes and price calculation.
This calculation is based on the
price of the roaming agreement
signed on the Connect Place
with the charge point operator.

With the launch of its new service BOOST! Clearing, GIREVE aims at answering its clients’
demand, helping them improve their service quality and productivity to the benefit of
electric vehicle drivers.
More specifically, GIREVE first delivers a service to automate quality check of data
exchanged between operators. It enables real time billing of charging sessions based
on roaming contracts they signed via GIREVE’s Connect Place. Given the wide range of
pricing used in Europe, this service really helps billing and invoicing processes.
To Bruno Lebrun, GIREVE’s CEO, “In addition to facilitating contract-making and real-time
data transfer between e-mobility and charging operators, GIREVE is now getting involve
in B2B invoicing. We follow our objective, to facilitate the creation of an innovative service
market by offering B2B services that will simplify business processes, which are barriers to
entry for e-mobility operators.”
A first pilot project in partnership with Mobilygreen and the SDE28 helped refine the
service and prove its relevance. To Eric Colmar, Development Director at Mobilygreen,
“All initiatives aimed at simplifying commercial, technical and financial processes of roaming
contracts between charging and e-mobility operators can only benefit the end user. It is the
case with GIREVE’s Clearing service that guarantees clear, reliable and shared information
real time between operators. This service helps avoid at early stage inevitable CDR mistakes,
to improve service quality for the end user. Work on GIREVE’s Clearing service shed light on
other opportunities for improvement: B2B invoicing, simpler invoicing rules, etc.”
To Lionel Chauvet, Deputy Director of the Territoire d’Energie Eure-et-Loir, “The issue of
gathering invoicing data is a tedious work that needs to be faced up to. GIREVE’s support on
this process appears necessary to avoid debating on mistakes not detected. In addition to
securing the process, GIREVE’s support in billing European operators gives a guarantee on
all the flows, while reducing the time it takes us. Since 2015, we’ve been impatiently waiting
for this service.”

ABOUT GIREVE
To support the rapid growth of
electric mobility, GIREVE brings
industry operators together:
charging point operators,
car manufacturers, energy
suppliers, public institutions…
GIREVE is an integrated platform
offering innovative services
that enable mobility operators
to easily build partnerships.
GIREVE provides and develops
the link that enables true
electric mobility roaming by
acting as an interface between a
diversity of dissimilar systems.
Charging point operators
achieve the high profile needed
to ensure the profitability of their
facilities, and e-mobility service
providers enhance their service
offering to drivers.
Its goal is to provide competitive
electric mobility that benefits
everyone.
www.gireve.com
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